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Minutes of the Meeting of the AMCS FireSmart 

Committee held on September 30, 2015 
  

1. Members present: 
Denis Thomson 
Richard Douziech 
Walter Zinowki 
Chuck Harrison 
  

2. We have two FireSmart signs now; Denis will follow up 
with Mark about location and also relay our consensus 
that they should be limited to 4’x4’ max. 

 
3. Denis picked up the wheeled weed cutter purchased with 

the proceeds of FireSmart days.  Richard will try it out to 
see how long the cutting lines will last, fuel consumption 
etc.  We will then be able to establish the cost i.e. 10-15 
dollars a day along with ground rules for residents 
wishing to use it. 

 
4. Chuck will notify Patti of the final Wapiti collection day.  

 
5. Walter to follow up with Ron as to how and when he 

would like us to commence the clean up of the Wapiti site. 
It was suggested that we approach the AMCS to provide 
funds for an excavator and operator as required. 

 
6. Denis reported that he felt the UBCM meeting in 

Vancouver was very worthwhile. Mark Pendergraft  
(RDOS)spoke with him after the presentation and 
suggested they may be able to assist with some of our 
projects. 
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7. Darren has asked if our committee members would be 
willing to help other communities get started provided 
they helped us with any expenses. The consensus was yes 
and it was also noted that Richard and Denis are both 
qualified to train champions. 

 
8. Our FireSmart certification submittal to be priority at the 

next meeting. Denis will review the current area 
assessment document with Darren to ascertain what 
changes may be required. 

 
9. It seems many are interested in exterior residential 

sprinkler    systems. We will start research on the various 
types in the months to come.  

 
10. Planning of the next Community Preparedness Day to 

start in January.  If you   have or hear of any ideas please 
make note. 

 
11. Denis to extend invitation to Fire Chief Grob to attend one    

           of our meetings. 
 
 
 

Next meeting November 04, 2015 @ 7:00 pm 
 
CFH           
  
c/c Darren Hutchinson & Mark McKenny 
   
 

 


